Abstract-With recent developments in the infrastructure of smart meters and smart grid, more electric power data is available and allows real-time easy data access. Modeling individual home appliance loads is important for tasks such as non-intrusive load disaggregation, load forecasting, and demand response support. Previous methods usually require sub-metering individual appliances in a home separately to determine the appliance models, which may not be practical, since we may only be able to observe aggregated real power signals for the entire-home through smart meters deployed in the field. In this paper, we propose a model, named Explicit-Duration Hidden Markov Model with differential observations (EDHMM-diff), for detecting and estimating individual home appliance loads from aggregated power signals collected by ordinary smart meters. Experiments on synthetic data and real data demonstrate that the EDHMM-diff model and the specialized forward-backward algorithm can effectively model major home appliance loads.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S part of the smart grid deployment, smart meters can provide more energy consumption information than we could imagine before in a near real-time way. With increasing installations of smart meters in more countries, such as Australia, Canada, Italy, Japan, United States, etc., massive amount of residential electric energy consumption data has been collected and stored. Although current advanced infrastructures of smart grid could provide full potentials for advanced services, insightful analysis and modeling based on such big data is still in its early stage. Exploration of such valuable data emerges as a popular research direction both in academia and industry, and conventional services, such as load disaggregation (LD), load forecasting (LF) and demand response (DR) support, are brought back to attention. Modeling the home appliance loads plays an important role for these applications, since it is the first step for understanding the electric consumption data. In this paper, we focus on modeling home appliance loads under a general assumption, where only aggregated real-time power data is observed by ordinary smart meters already deployed, with a low data sampling rate.
Starting from Hart [1] , power consumption signatures [2] , [3] are used to describe the behaviors of home appliances, which include information such as time of use, on-and-off durations and patterns, power demands, etc. Some signatures also encode the transient properties of the current and voltage signals of appliances when they are turned on or off, while some signatures mainly focus on stable properties of the power signals. Most smart meters installed in the field measure and transmit the real power signals of residential users at a relatively low frequency ( Hz). Therefore, the low sampling rate makes stable signature a more suitable choice for home appliance load modeling. Most home appliances work at one or several fixed power demands, which can be characterized by finite discrete states. In addition, one power reading at present is independent from early readings in the past. Therefore, hidden Markov model (HMM) [4] seems a good choice and is widely used to model home appliances to extract stable information.
However, the conventional HMM can not model the duration of each state, which is important for estimating the electric energy consumption of a home appliance. The states' durations and switching patterns are also crucial for describing appliances, and could help increase the accuracy of detection and estimation. In Fig. 1 we illustrate a confusion caused by the lack of duration modeling of conventional HMM on power signals.
In many realistic situations, the aggregated power signal is the only data collected from one household, and the estimation of individual appliance models can only be done based on the aggregated signals. Since several different appliances could be turned on within the same period, the real power signal of one Fig. 2 . Illustration of the "detect and re-estimate" approach for the EDHMM-diff model. Y axis is power in Watts, and X axis is time in a unit of a half minute. From top to bottom: A template is used to detect signal clips generated by a certain AOI; Red boxes indicate rejected signal fragments and green boxes indicate accepted fragments. The accepted (green boxes) fragments are concatenated for estimating the true model using the EDHMM-diff estimation algorithm in Table I , and a final estimation of the AOI is obtained. appliance could be "lifted" or overlapped with power signals of other appliances that are turned on during the same time. We call such phenomenon as "aggregating effect". In Fig. 2 , an aggregated power signal is shown as the "original observed signal", where the green boxes indicate real power signals generated by the same refrigerator in the house. Although these underlying "refrigerator signals" are generated by the same appliance, the power signals observed in these boxes are somehow different due to the "aggregating effect". Since the emission probabilities used in conventional HMM are modeled directly on the observations, the conventional HMM cannot handle the "aggregating effect", which generates different observations even for the same state of the same device.
To overcome the problems mentioned above, in this paper, we propose an Explicit Duration Hidden Markov Model with differential observations (EDHMM-diff), along with a specialized forward-backward algorithm for the inference and estimation of EDHMM-diff model. In addition to the information that can be learned in the conventional HMM, EDHMM-diff can estimate the model of individual appliances based on the aggregated power signal with state durations. Furthermore, in most cases, only a few appliances are of interest to the utilities or users, which we refer to as "Appliance of Interest" (AOI). Accordingly, we propose a "detect and re-estimate" approach, which uses a predefined template to detect the best fragments for estimating one AOI, and then re-estimates the template model using these detected fragments. In real-world applications, given the AOIs, we could "detect and re-estimate" them separately. The framework of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 .
LD is one of the most important applications of smart grid data analysis, which aims to figure out what appliances are used in a home as well as their individual energy consumptions, by only observing the aggregated electric consumption data for the entire-home. factorial hidden Markov mode (FHMM) based modeling [5] - [7] is one recent promising direction for LD research, which shows satisfiable disaggregation results on real data. However, all previous FHMM methods require correctly estimated models of individual HMM chains, where manually efforts are unavoidable [5] , [7] . As one example, our proposed method could be used as an automatic step of estimation of individual HMMs for other FHMM based methods. In addition, our proposed method is a general approach for situations where individual device models are required. For instance, our method could be used to estimate the power efficiency of the refrigerator used in a monitored house, to remind the user to replace the refrigerator with a more efficient ones to save money. The rest of the paper is organized as following, in Section II, we will formulate the research problem and propose the EDHMM-diff algorithm as a solution. We will conduct experiments both on synthetic data and real data in Section III. At last, we conclude the paper in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we will describe the EDHMM-diff model for appliance load modeling, and propose a corresponding specialized algorithm for inference and estimation.
A. Explicit-Duration Hidden Markov Model With Differential Observations (EDHMM-Diff)
Under the current implementation of smart meters, the observation is a sequence of aggregated real power readings, which can be denoted as . Suppose there are N appliances in the home, then the power signal generated by the th appliance at time is denoted as , therefore we have . In previous works [5] - [7] , a conventional HMM is used to model each individual appliance. Each appliance is assumed to work at finite discrete states, i.e., two (on and off) states for a light; and cooking, warming, and off 3 states for a cooker. For appliance , the th HMM, , can be described as (1) where is the hidden state variable for the th HMM at time , which takes a discrete value from a finite set . Also is the corresponding initial probability, is the corresponding entry in the transition matrix , and and are the parameters for the Gaussian emission probability density for the th HMM at state . We denote the set of parameters of the th HMM as , and the set of all parameters of all HMMs for appliances as . In this paper, we focus on how to estimate some 's from , corresponding to certain AOI's, based on the aggregated observations . As we pointed out in Section I, a conventional HMM cannot capture the information of the durations of individual states, which are important to identify individual appliances and to estimate their energy consumptions. To solve this problem, we introduce a probability distribution over the duration of each state in the conventional , which can be described as (2) where is the duration of state staying at . In addition, the "aggregating effect" described in Section I also causes a big trouble for evaluating and estimating the emission probability. As shown in Fig. 2 , when the power signal of a refrigerator is "lifted" by a light's power signal by 500 W, the resulting refrigerator power at the "off-state" becomes 500 W and becomes 750 W at the "on-state", which leads to a small probability when fitting the data with the emission distribution of that refrigerator. To deal with this concern, we adapt an reasonable assumption, which is widely accepted in the load modeling and load disaggregation research area [5] - [8] , that the probability for more than one appliance to change state is very low within a short period. In another word, we assume that at most one appliance changes state within a short period. Therefore, we could find segments of signals where only the th appliance changes state, which is defined as Regions of Interest (ROIs) for appliance . Let denote the differential signal of the original , where with . Let denote the differential signal of appliance . Now suppose from to is the ROI of appliance , then , since only appliance changes state during this period. Therefore, we propose addressing the "aggregating effect" by modeling the differential observations in ROIs instead. By adding duration modeling and differential observations to the conventional HMM, we propose the Explicit Duration Hidden Markov Model with Differential observations (EDHMM-diff), which can be described by (3) where we omit the notation and use it as a general model for a particular appliance.
is the emission probability of the differential observation given two adjacent hidden states and . Other variables retain the same meanings as previous. A graphical illustration is shown in Fig. 3 . Although it seems that the only difference between our model and Explicit Duration model [9] is that we use differential signals as observations, our contribution is not trivial, since the proposed EDHMM-diff model is a second order model (observation depends on two states) and a specialized forward-backward algorithm needs to be invented for inference and estimation, which is presented in Section II-B. A practical solution for inference and estimation plays an important role in any HMM based non-parametric methods. In our implementation, we assume Gaussian distributions for the emission probability and the duration, which are (4) where , and . Also and are the mean and variance of the duration of a state staying at . In the practical implementation, we actually use a discrete Gaussian distribution (sampled from a continuous Gaussian) for the duration. However we still use the same notations in the rest of the paper for consistency.
For convenience of expression, we call the set of parameters of an EDHMM-diff as , which contains . Among these parameters, and are the two we are particularly interested in for home appliance load modeling. In following sections, we will present a practical algorithm for estimating .
B. Estimation
To apply EDHMM-diff in a real-world application for a given signal , we need to compute the likelihood , and efficiently estimate the parameters by maximizing the likelihood. Similar to the conventional HMM, straightforwardly calculating the likelihood is computationally infeasible and suffers from the floating-point "underflow" problem. To provide efficient estimation and inference for EDHMM-diff, here we propose a specialized forward-backward procedure, inspired by [6] , [9] , and [10] . The pseudo code is given in Table I .
1) Definitions of Variables:
In addition to the variables defined in (3), we also define some auxiliary variables for the forward-backward algorithm. A forward variable is defined as (5) where can be or , which corresponds to the "predicted", "filtered", or "smoothed" probability of the triplet . The calculation of the auxiliary variable is usually a iterative process involving multiplication of a large number of probability values (small positive numbers less than 1), so that the result will be a very small float number that cannot be handled by a computer. Such problem is called "arithmetic underflow", or "underflow" for short. To overcome the "underflow" problem caused by multiplications of a large number of small probability values, we normalize the emission probability at every as (6) which approaches 1 when the fit of the observation to the model increases, and reaches 1 when the observation fits the model exactly. Such normalization can successfully avoid "underflow" and maintain other conditions required in the inference. For convenience, we denote the denominator probability as (7) which can be computed recursively. To clearly demonstrate the recursion, we define several other auxiliary variables (8) To calculate the smoothed probabilities, we define a backward variable which is a standard smoothed probability normalized by the predicted one as (9) To compute this backward variable recursively, we define another two auxiliary variables as (10) So far we have defined necessary variables for the forwardbackward induction. We now give details about the recursive forward-backward algorithm.
2) Forward-Backward Induction: Since the above auxiliary variables are defined in a recursive fashion, we need to initialize these variables at the beginning. The forward and backward variables are initialized as follows: So we have given the details for the forward-backward induction for the EDHMM-diff. We now present the re-estimation step in the next section.
3) Parameter Re-Estimation: After computing and storing these variables, we can calculate the likelihood and update the parameters of the EDHMM-diff model. The likelihood of the model can be computed by
To update parameters of the EDHMM-diff model, we first define the following auxiliary variables: , and are normalization constants to make the resulting variables statistically valid. The forward-backward algorithm is summarized in Table I . Since we want to manually control the flexibility of the EDHMM-diff model for both detection and estimation purpose, we don't update the covariance of emission probability function. In practice, the is fixed to a number depending on the task.
C. Detection and Re-Estimation
As discussed in Section II-A, before estimating an appliance model through the EDHMM-diff, we need to detect the ROIs for this particular appliance. For this detection purpose, a prior model can be used as a template for this particular appliance. Although home appliances vary in terms of brands and models, the same type of appliances still share certain common characteristics in their power signals. For example, refrigerators usually work at a power demand of 70 W-200 W, with roughly a 20-min duration for each of the on/off states. Such consistent patterns are observed for appliances such as refrigerator, cloth dryer, cloth washer, dish washer, oven, etc., which are common AOIs for load disaggregation and forecasting. Therefore, the pattern of a certain AOI can be encoded as prior knowledge into a template EDHMM-diff model, which can be further used to detect ROIs for this particular appliance.
Let denote the observations. Define as the sequence , a window of signals from time to . Given a template model , the likelihood of given the window of signals can be computed by using (20), denoted as . By sliding the window along the observations , we accept the windows whose likelihoods are above the threshold as training data for re-estimation. During the detection stage, only steps 1, 2, and 6 in Table I are run for each iteration.
After detecting the valid training data for each AOI, we update the template model according to the algorithm in Table I to get the final appliance model. The procedure described in this section is named "detect and re-estimate", which is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
III. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we describe the experiments on both synthetic data and real data by applying the proposed method. On the synthetic data, we will estimate the EDHMM-diff model with the proposed forward-backward algorithm and report the estimation results. On the real data, we will apply the proposed "detect and re-estimate" procedure to learn models for individual appliances. The data used in Section III-B1 is from the REDD data set proposed by [8] .
A. Simulation Study
To measure the inference and estimation effectiveness of the proposed forward-backward algorithm for the EDHMM-diff model, we conduct two sets of experiments.
In the first set of experiments, two time series with 500 data points are generated, which are shown in Fig. 4 . The parameters to generate these two signals are listed in Table II . To simulate the "aggregating effect", we add a random DC value (with zero mean Gaussian noise) to each of these two signals. We use Gaussian distributions for both the emission probability and duration distribution for these two signals. It is reasonable to assume that most home appliances work with 0 power demand at the "off" state (although sometime a small value of power can be consumed if there is a standby mode). We assume this assumption for all the experiments conducted in this paper.
We perform the estimation on Signal-a and Signal-b with the conventional HMM [4] , EDHMM [10] , and the proposed EDHMM-diff. In Table II From the results we can see that the proposed EDHMM-diff model can successfully estimate the power demands and state durations for multi-state power signals. It is worth pointing out that the estimated result shown in Fig. 6(b) seems different from the true distribution. Since a relatively large variance of 5 is added to the duration distribution of Signal-b to simulate the real-world situation, the proposed algorithm actually captures the true information in the signal, thanks to the non-parametric nature of the discrete Gaussian we used. The convergence of the proposed forward-backward algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5 by showing the likelihood as a function of iteration index. It is clear that the proposed algorithm converges fast under both situations.
We also can see that the conventional HMM and EDHMM do a good job on estimating the "apparent" emission means. However, both of them cannot deal with the "aggregating effect", which is critical for estimating appliance loads from aggregated power signals. In this set of experiments, since the DC value added to Signal-a is generated randomly, the conventional HMM and EDHMM will give different (and incorrect) estimates for the same underlying load signals when different DC values are added.
In the second set of experiments, we demonstrate how to use the proposed EDHMM-diff model to perform detection, given a specific appliance template. We would want our model to give higher log-likelihood scores for signal fragments which are similar to the template, and lower log-likelihood scores for signal fragments that are distinct from the template. It is worth noting that, random DC values are added to the generated signals to simulate the "aggregating effect". The template model used here is with and , which is similar to Signal-a. The log-likelihood scores of the template given , and Signal-a4 get higher log-likelihood scores due to their similarity to the template model. We can also see that the EDHMM-diff model takes both power demands and state duration distributions into consideration. For example, Signal-a1 has similar but distinct , and Signal-a3 has similar but distinct , while both get lower log-likelihood scores. Therefore, we can use the log-likelihood score estimated by the template model to detect similar signal fragments from aggregated power signals.
B. Experiments on Real Data
The main motivation of the proposed EDHMM-diff model is to estimate individual home appliance loads from the aggregated power signals. In this section, we test on aggregated real power signals collected from real houses. We use refrigerator and dryer as AOI examples in the following experiments, and the EDHMM-diff can be generalized to other appliances if needed. Both Reference Energy Disaggregation Data Set (REDD) and our own data collected by neurio™ system from the Energy Aware Technology Inc. 1 are investigated.
1) Experiments on Reference Energy Disaggregation Data Set (REDD):
The REDD data set is proposed by [8] , which contains both whole-home and circuit/device specific electric consumptions for a number of real houses over several months. To simulate the low frequency real power signals that we can usually access through smart meters, here we only use the aggregated whole-home real power signal and down-sample it to Hz (1 reading per 30 s) in our experiments. Although they claimed the breakdown signals were provided, those are actually circuit level signals and have corruptions for most of the devices, which results in no ground truth for our estimations.
As discussed in Section III-C, a template model is required for the detection purpose before we can extract the AOIs from aggregated signals. There are two ways to construct the templates: 1) estimate models from real signals by monitoring a number of AOI's and then average the models; 2) set the parameters in the template manually, according to the specifications reported by agencies such as Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). We take the second approach in our experiments due to its simplicity. To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method, we use the same template models for the same devices across all the houses. The template for refrigerator is 1 https://www.neur.io/ . The template for dryer is . We set the length of the sliding window to be 50 min (100 points at the current granularity), and slide the windows for every 25 min (50 points correspondingly). After computing the likelihood scores of the template model for individual windows, we select the top windows with likelihood scores above a threshold as training signals for the re-estimation purpose.
We apply the "detect and re-estimate" procedure for refrigerator and cloth dryer on the signals from 6 houses in the REDD data set. The estimation results are reported in Table IV . It is worth noting that, since we model the state duration distribution as a discrete Gaussian function, for some cases, we obtain Gaussian mixtures for with multiple centers. We report all these centers of mixtures in Table IV . The Gaussian mixtures actually give better estimations of the state durations than a single Gaussian density function, since some states of a certain appliance might have different durations. In addition, except and , there are no valid cloth dryer signals in other houses.
As mentioned above, there is no reliable ground truth for the REDD data set, so that we manually calculated the means of power demands for all the devices as ground truth. Since it is hard to manually determine the duration distributions, we didn't report ground truth in the table. To verify the performance of the proposed method, we plot the detected signals of the refrigerators and cloth dryers from individual houses, along with the estimated state duration distributions in Fig. 8 . By manually examining the signals, we can see that the estimation results listed in Table IV are reasonable for the home appliance load modeling purpose.
2) Experiments on the Energy Aware Data: The Energy Aware data is collected by the nerio™ system monitoring one apartment in Vancouver. There are around 10 appliances running in the apartment and several major appliances are sub-metered. To simulate the low frequency real power signals that we can usually access through smart meters, here we only use the aggregated whole-home real power signal and down-sample it to Hz (1 reading per 30 s) in our experiments. We follow the same experiment protocol as in the previous section, and perform "detection and re-estimation" for the refrigerator and the dryer as AOIs. For the refrigerator, the estimated , and for the dryer the estimated . The detected signals of the refrigerator and the dryer and their corresponding estimated duration distributions are shown in Fig. 7 .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we tackle the appliance load modeling problem based on aggregated smart meter data by proposing an EDHMM-diff model and a specialized forward-backward inference and estimation algorithm. The proposed method can successfully model the state durations and overcome the problem caused by "aggregating effect". We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method on synthetic data. The estimation results on real data, the REDD data set and Energy Aware data, show that the proposed EDHMM-diff model can be a promising solution for home appliance load modeling when only observing aggregated real power signals.
